The optical near-field and cell biology.
A new form of scanning light microscopy is described in which the lens is replaced by a point of light that is smaller than the wavelength. Resolution is obtained that is defined not by the wavelength but by the size of the spot of light. This is the case so long as the point of light is within the dimension of a wavelength from the surface that is to imaged or within the optical near-field. This new form of light microscopy is called near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM). Resolutions are being obtained with NSOM that are similar to scanning electron microscopy but without the destructive effects of a vacuum or of an electron beam. In addition such a microscope is readily interfaced with fluorescent and non-fluorescent contrast enhancing stains that are commonly used in cell biology. The possibility of a near-field/far-field microscope is discussed with overlapping resolutions from a few hundred of a conventional microscope to the tens of thousand that can be obtained with NSOM.